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?????? k = 4 ?????????????????????????








??????????? K4(n) ??? 5-?????????? n ≡ 0(mod 
10)???? K2n,2n,2n,8n???? 5-????????? n < 10 ?? 5-????
K4(n) ???????????? 
 
K4(1) K4(2) K4(3) K4(4) K4(5) 
K6 C4 3K1,3 2C8 7K2∪K1,3∪P5 
 K4(6) K4(7) K4(8) K4(9) 
 4C4 14K2 4C6 18K2∪C18 
 
??????? 3≥t ???????? r, s?? 2tr + 4s = 4mn??????
nmK 2,2 ??? r? 2t-?? tC2 ? s? 4-?? 4C ??????????????
?? t???? t??????????????????? nmK 2,2 ???? s
? 4C ? r? 10C ??? 3, ≥nm ? 10r + 4s = 4mn? nmK 2,2 ???? s? 4C ? r
? 12C ??? 3, ≥nm ? 12r + 4s = 4mn? 
 
???????????????? 12,12 ++ nnK ????????? 1-???
???? tC2 ? 4C ????????? FK nn \12,12 ++ ??? F? 12,12 ++ nnK ???
1-?????? 10C ? 4C ? 12C ? 4C ???????????? 3≥t ????
???? r, s?? 2tr + 4s = 2n(2n+1)?????? FK nn \12,12 ++ ??? r? 2t-
?? tC2 ? s? 4-?? 4C ?????? 
 













A complete k-partite graph is a graph whose vertices can be partitioned into k 
disjoint nonempty sets, and there are n edges within two vertices which are in the 
same set, and every edge joins two vertices which are in different partite sets. A 
complete four-partite graph with n vertices in each partite set, then we will denote it 
by K4(n).  
 
A graph G can be decomposed into subgraphs if the edges of each subgraphs 
are disjoint. The union of the vertex set of each subgraphs is the vertex set of G and 
the union of the edge set of each subgraphs is the edge set of G. A pentagon is a 
5-cycle. K4(n) can be decomposed into pentagons if the edges of K4(n) can not 
completely partitioned into edge-disjoint 5-cycles, we will call the graph with left 
edges a remainder graph which derived from a packing of K4(n) with pentagons.   
 
In this report, we will prove that the necessary and sufficient conditions for 
decomposing K4(n) into pentagons are n ≡ 0(mod 10), and prove that K2n,2n,2n,8n can 
be decomposed into pentagons.  In the last section, we obtain the remainder graphs 
of packing K4(n) into pentagons when n < 10 as follows: 
 
K4(1) K4(2) K4(3) K4(4) K4(5) 
K6 C4 3K1,3 2C8 7K2∪K1,3∪P5 
 K4(6) K4(7) K4(8) K4(9) 
 4C4 14K2 4C6 18K2∪C18 
 
Next, we obtain that whenever 3≥t , the sufficient and necessarily condition 
of nmK 2,2  being decomposed into r 2t-cycles, tC2 , and s 4-cycles, 4C  if there exist 
two integers r and s such that 2tr + 4s = 4mn.  In the proof, we consider two 
cases?t is odd and t is even. At the same time we prove that if 3, ≥nm  and 10r + 
4s = 4mn, then K2m,2n can be decomposed into s C4’s and r C10’s and if 3, ≥nm  and 
12r + 4s = 4mn then K2m,2n can be decomposed into r C12’s  and s C4’s. 
 
In the last part, we prove that if 3≥n  and 10r + 4s = 2n(2n+1), then 
K2n+1,2n+1\ F can be decomposed into s C4’s and r C10’s  and if 3≥n  and 12r + 4s 
= 2n(2n+1) then 1212 ++ n,nK \ F can be decomposed into s C4’s and r C12’s. 
Generally, we obtain that whenever 3≥t , the sufficient and necessarily condition of 
K2n+1,2n+1\ F being decomposed into r 2t-cycles, tC2 , and s 4-cycles, 4C , where F is a 
1-factor of K2n+1,2n+1, if there exist two integers r and s such that 2tr + 4s = 2n(2n+1). 
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even)?? nK (n odd) ? F\Kn (n even)?????? tm,,m,m L21 ??????? 
 
Rosa?[11]?????????? 10≤n ?????? Balister??????
?? 14≤n ???? 
 
? 1994? 1998??Alspach, Gavlas?Marshall[3,4]????????? Kn
? Kn – I??????????????? 1998? 2000??????????
??????????????Adams, Bryant, Khodkar? Fu[1,5]??Heinrich, 
Horak? Rosa[10]????? 1985?? ggkvistaH && [9]????????????
?????????????? 1981??Sotteau[8]????? n,mK ( )* n,mK ??
???? 2k???(??)? 
 
? Kr,s,t????????????????? r, s, ? t?? r ≤ s ≤ t? 
Nicholas J. Cavenagh ? Elizabeth J. Billington?[2]????????????




  ???????????????????? 5-????????????
????? q = r = s = t??K4(q)???? 5-?????????? q? 10?
????????????? K2n,2n,2n,8n???? 5-????????????
? 5-???? K4(q)?????????????????????? n,mK 22  ?
?? 4C ? tC2 ???? t???? t?????????? 2m? 2n?????
?? n,mK 22 ??????? 4C ?? tC2 ? 2t????? 2m? 2n??????
t??????????? 3≥t ??
2
tn,m ≥ ???????? s,r ?????
??? 3≥t ?
2
tn,m ≥ ??? 2tr+4s = 4mn?? K2m,2n = rC2t+ sC4? 
????????????????????? 1212 ++ n,nK ???????
?? 1-??????? tC2 ? 4C ????????? F\K n,n 1212 ++ ??? F?
1212 ++ n,nK ??? 1-?????? 10C ? 4C ? 12C ? 4C ????????????
3≥t ???????? r, s?? 2tr + 4s = 2n(2n+1)?????? F\K n,n 1212 ++ ?






??? K4(q)??? 5-?? 
 
????????? K4(n)? ??? 5-????????
????????????? K4(n)???? 5-???????? 
??2.1 ?K4(n)????5-????10|n? 
 
?? 2.2  K4(n)???? 5-???n =10,20? 
???令  T1 = {(x1,y1,z1,w1,y2)，(x1,z1,x2,w1,y3)，(x1,w1,y4,z1,w2)，(x1,z3,y4,w4,z2)，
(x1,w4,z5,y2,w3)，(x1,y4,x6,w3,z5)，(x1,y7,z1,y3,w6)，(x1,y5,z7,w3,z6)，(x1,z4,x6,y3,w5)，
(x1,y6,w1,y7,z8)，(x1,z7,y1,z6,w9)，(x1,y10,w6,z2,w7)}。? R = {(ai+m,bj+m,ck+m,dr+m,es+m)| 
(ai,bj,ck,dr,es)∈T, m∈{0,1, 2, …, 9}}?? R??? 120? 5-????? K4(10)??
?? 5-???? T2 = {(x1,y11,z11,y14,w3)?(x1, z1,x2,w1,y3)?(x1,w1,y2,z5,w4)?(x-
1,z3,y4,w4,z2 )?(x1, y2,w3,z2,w2)?(x1,y4,x6,w3,z5)?(x1,y7,z1,y3,w6)?(x1, y5,z7,w3,z6)?
(x1,z4,x6,y3,w5 )?(x1,y6,w1,y7,z8)?(x1, z7,y1,z6,w9)?(x1,y10,w6,z2,w7)?(x1,y8,x9,z6,w12)?
(x1, y9, z5, y1 ,w8)?(x1,z9,y14,z7,w14)?(x1,w10,z15,w8,y15)?(x1, w17,x7,z3,y13)?(x-
1,z11,y4,w8,y17)? (x1,z10,w18,y8,z16)? (x1, z12,w6,y1,w13)? (x1,z15,x3,w18,y12)? (x-
1,y14,z3,w13,y16) ? (x1, z14,w3,z12,y1) ? (x1,w15,z3,y11,w19)} ? ?
R={(ai+m,bj+m,ck+m,dr+m,es+m)| (ai,bj,ck,dr,es)∈T, m∈{0,1,2,…,19}}???? R??? 
480? 5-????? K4(20)????? 480? 5-??? 
 
?? 2.3  K4(30)????? K4(10)? 




?? 2.4  ??????? n?K4(10n)???? 5-??? 
???? n ≥ 3, n ≠ 6????????????????? n???????
K4(10n)??????????? n??????????? n????????
?? 4×n2??????????????????? n2? K4(10)??????
?????????? K4(10n)???? K4(10)????? K4(10)????? 5-???
? K4(10n)???? 5-??? 
? n?6 ??? K4(60)?????????? 3 ??????? 3.5 ???














??? K2n,2n,2n,8n??? 5-?? 
 
???????????? p = q = r = s? Kp,q,r,s????? p = q = r ? s
????????????? Kp,q,r,s???? 5-???? p, q, r, s ????
5|(3p2+ps)????? p? 10???? p?s? 10?????????????
s = 4p??? K2n,2n,2n,8n???? 5-?????? 
 K2n,2n,2n,8n????? 60n2?? 10???????????? 5-?????
??????? K2n,2n,2n,8n????? 5-???? K2n,2n,2n,8n?????????
???X, Y, Z, W??????????? x1,x2,…,x2n, y1,y2,…,y2n, z1,z2,…,z2n, w1, 
w2,…,w8n? 
 
?? 3.1  K2,2,2,8???? 5-??? 
????????? 12????? 5-??: (x1,w1,y1,w2,z1)?(x1,w5,y1,w6,z2)?
(x2,w3,y2,w4,z2)?(x2,w7,y2,w8,z1)?(x1,w2,y2,z2,w3)?(x1,w4,y1,z1,w6)?(x2,w6,y2,z1,w-
4)?(x2,w8,y1,z2,w2)? (x1,y1,w3,z1,w7)?(x1,y2,w1,z2,w8)?(x2,y1,w7,z2,w5)?
(x2,y2,w5,z1,w1)??? K2,2,2,8????? 12? 5-??? 
 
?? 3.2  K4,4,4,16???? 5-??? 
???K4,4,4,16????? 240?????? 5-??????? 48? 5-?
???X,Y,Z,W????K4,4,4,16?????????????????X,Y,Z,W
?????????????X,Y? Z???????? 2???W????
???? 8????? 3-2? 
 
  
? 3-2  K4,4,4,16???? 
? K4,4,4,16??? 5-???????: 
(1) ?? X,Y,Z,W???,?,?,?????????? K2,2,2,8?????
3.1???? 12? 5-??? 







(3) ?? X,Y,Z,W???,?,?,????????? K2,2,2,8? X,Z???
??????(1)?????? X,W?????(2)????????(2)?
??????????? 5-????????? 5-????? X,Z???
??????????????????? 4? 5-??:(x1,y3,w11,z1, w15)?
(x1,y4,w9,z2,w16)?(x2,y3,w15,z2,w13)?(x2,y4, w13,z1,w9)? 
(4) ?? X,Y,Z,W???,?,?,????????? K2,2,2,8?????(1)?
(2)?(3)??????????? 12? 5-??? 
(5) ?? X,Y,Z,W???,?,?,????????? K2,2,2,8? Y,Z???
??????(3)?????? X,Y?????(4)????????(3)?





(6) ?? X,Y,Z,W???,?,?,????????? K2,2,2,8? Y,Z???
??????(2)?????? X,Z?????(4)????????(2)?
??????????? 5-????????? 5-????? Y,Z???
??????????????????? 4? 5-??:(x3,y1, w11,z3,w15)?
(x3,y2,w9,z4,w16)?(x4,y1,w15,z4,w13)? (x4,y2,w13,z3,w9)? 
??(1)?(6)????? 48??????? 5-????? K4,4,4,16??
?? 48? 5-??? 
 
 
?? 3.3  ? n????? n ≥ 3, n ≠ 6??K2n,2n,2n,8n???? K2,2,2,8? 




?? 3.4  ??????? n?K2n,2n,2n,8n???? 5-??? 
??: ? n ? 1????? 3.1?? K2,2,2,8???? 5-??? 
? n ? 2????? 3.2?? K4,4,4,16???? 5-??? 
? n ≥ 3, n ≠ 6????? 4.3? K2n,2n,2n,8n???? K2,2,2,8????? K2,2,2,8
????? 5-???? K2n,2n,2n,8n???? 5-??? 
? n?6??? K12,12,12,48?????????? 3??????? 3.3??











??? 5-???? K4(q)???????????? 
 
??????????? 10|m??K4(m)???? 5-??????? m?
? 10?????K4(m)????? 5-????????? K4(m)???????
??? 5-???? K4(m)???????????? m?10?????? 
? m?1???? K4(1)?? K4???????????? 5-??(? 4-1)?
?? K4(1)?????? K4? 
 
? 4-1 K4(1) ???? K4 
 
?? 4.1  ? C5?? K4(2)??????? C4? 
??:  K4(2)?? 24 ?????????????? 5-????? 4 ????
??(x1,y1,z1,w1,z2)?(x1,y2,z2,w2,z1)?(x2,y1,w1,y2,z1)?(x2,y2,w2,y1,z2)?? 5-??
?? K4(2)?????????? 4-??: (x1,w2,x2,w1)??? 4-2??? 
?? 5-???? K4(2)??????? 4-??? 
 
 




?? 4.2  C5?? K4(3) ?????? 3K1,3? 
??:  K4(3)????? 54????????? 9??? C5?? K4(3) ????
????? 9??????????? 5-?????K4(3)?? T = {(x1,y1,z1,w1,y-
2)?(x1, z1,x2,w1,y3)?(x1,w2,y2,z3,w1)}? ? R = {(x1,y1,z1,w1,y2)?(x1,z1,x2,w1,y3)?
(x1, w2,y2,z3,w1)?(x2,y2,z2,w2,y3)?(x2,z2,x3,w2,y1)?(x2, w3,y3,z1,w2)?(x3,y3,z3,w3,y-
6 
1)?(x3,z3,x1,w3,y2)?(x3, w1,y1,z2,w3)}??? 9? 5-???? K4(3)??????
3K1,3??? 4-3? 
 
? 4-3  C5?? K4(3)?????? 3K1,3 
 
?? 4.3  C5?? K4(4)?????? 2C8? 
??:  K4(4)???? 96?96≡1(mod 5)?? 5-???? K4(4)?????????
????? 6 ??? T= {(x1,y1, z1,w1,y2)?(x1,z1,x2,w1,y3)?(x1,w1,y4,z1,w2)?(x-
1,z3,y4,w4, z2)}??  R={(x1,y1,z1,w1,y2)? (x1,z1,x2,w1,y3)? (x1, w1,y4,z1,w2)? (x-
1,z3,y4,w4,z2)?(x2,y2,z2,w2,y3)?(x2, z2,x3,w2,y4)?(x2,w2,y1,z2,w3)?(x2,z4,y1,w1,z3)?
(x3, y3,z3,w3,y4)?(x3,z3,x4,w3,y1)?(x3,w3,y2,z3,w4)?(x3, z1,y2,w2,z4)?(x4,y4,z4,w4,y1)?





? 4-4 C5?? K4(4)?????? 2C8 
 
 
?? 4.4  C5?? K4(5) ?????? 7K2 ∪ K1,3 ∪ P5? 
??:  K4(5)???? 150?K4(5)??????? 15??????? 10?????
???????????????? 5 ????? T = {(x1,y1,z1,w1,y2)?(x-
1,z1,x2,w1,y3)?(x1, w1,y4,z1,w2)?(x1,z3,y4,w4,z2)?(x1,w4,z5,y2,w3)}??? T?? 5-
???????????? 25 ? 5-????? 5-???? K4(5)??????
7 
25 ??????????????????? 5-??: (x1,y4,x5,y3,z4)?(x-
2,y5,z1,x3,y1)??? K4(5)?????? 5-?????? 15???? 7K2 ∪ K1,3 ∪ 
P5(? 4-5)? 
 
? 4-5  C5?? K4(5)?????? 7K2 ∪ K1,3 ∪ P5 
 
?? 4.5  C5?? K4(6)?????? 4C4? 




? 4-6 K4(6)???????????? 
 
????????? 3????????? 4×9??????? K4(6)????
9? K4(2)???? 5-???? K4(2)????? 4-???????? 9? 4-???
?????????? 4-?????????? 4-4? 
 
X 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 
Y 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
Z 1 2 3 2 3 1 3 1 2 
W 1 2 3 3 1 2 2 3 1 




? 4-7  ???????? 9? 4-?? 
?? 4-7 ????????????? 4 ? 5-??: (x1, y3,x3,y1,z5)?(x-
1,y4,x3,y2,z6)?(x2,y3,x4,y1,z6)?(x2,y4,x4,y2, z5)??????????:? 40 ? 5-
????? K4(6)??????? 4? 4-????? 4-8??? 
 
 
? 4-8 ? C5?? K4(6) ?????? 4C4 
 
 
?? 4.6  ? C5?? K4(7)?????? 14K2? 
??:  K4(7)????? 294????????? 21???? 5-???? K4(7)?
???? 14???? T={(x1, y1,z1,w1,y2)?(x1,z1,x2,w1,y3)?(x1,w1,y4,z1,w2)?(x1, 
z3,y4,w4,z2)?(x1,w4,z5,y2,w3)?(x1,y4,x6,w3,z5)?(x1, y7,z1,y3,w6)?(x1,y5,z7,w3,z6)}? 
?? 8 ? 5-???????? 56 ? 5-?????? 5-???? K4(7)????
?? 14? K2??? 4-9??? 
9 
 
? 4-9  C5?? K4(7)????? 14? K2 
 
?? 4.7  C5?? K4(8)?????? 4C6? 
??:  K4(8)???? 384??? 5-???? K4(8)???? 4 ???? T={(x-
1,y1,z1,w1,y2)?(x1,z1,x2,w1,y3)?(x1, w1,y4,z1,w2)?(x1,z3,y4,w4,z2)?(x1,w4,z5,y2,w3)?
(x1, y4,x6,w3,z5)?(x1,y5,z7,w3,z6)?(x1,y8,z1,y3,w7)?(x1, z4,x6,y3,w5)}?  
?? T?? 5-???????????????? 72? 5-???? 72? 5-?
??? K4(8)?????? 4? 6-??: (y1,w4,z1,y5,w8,z5)?(y2,w5,z2,y6,w1,z6)?
(y3,w6,z3,y7,w2,z7) (y4,w7,z4,y8,w3,z8)??? 4-10??? 
 
 
? 4-10 C5?? K4(8)?????? 4C6 
 
?? 4.8 
C5?? K4(9)?????? 18K2∪C18? 
??: 
K4(9)?? 486??????????? 27???? 5-???? K4(9)???
?? 18??? 486?18 = 468??????,???? 21??????????
? T = {(x1, y1,z1,w1,y2)?(x1,z1,x2,w1,y3)?(x1,w1,y4,z1,w2)?(x1,z3,y4,w4,z2)?(x-
1,w4,z5,y2, w3)?(x1,y4,x6,w3,z5)?(x1,y5,z7,w3,z6)?(x1,z4,x6,y3,w5)?(x1,y6,z1,w4,y9)?
(x1, z7,y6,z4,w8)}?? T?? 5-?????????????? 90? 5-??(?
??)???? 5-???? K4(9)?????? 18-??: (y1,w4, y8,w2, y6,w9, y4,w7, 
y2,w5, y9,w3, y7,w1, y5,w8, y3,w6)? 18? K2 ???{{y1+i,z6+i}|i=0,1,..,8}?{{x1+k?
10 
w6+k} |k=0,1,..,8}??? x, y, z, w???? 9??????? 4-11??? 
 
? 4-11  C5?? K4(9)?????? 18K2 ∪ C18 
 
 
? 5-???? K4(m)???????? 
K4(1) K4(2) K4(3) K4(4) K4(5) 
K6 C4 3K1,3 2C8 7K2∪K1,3∪P5 
 K4(6) K4(7) K4(8) K4(9) 























???   ? nmK 2,2 ??? 4C ? tC2  
 
??????????????????????? 
( ) ( ) { }{ }422 ,0,|, sCrCGNsrsrGD tt +=∪∈=  ? 
( ){ srsriS t ,|,)(2 = { }0∪∈ N , }isrt =+ 42 ,?? i N∈ ? 
 
 
?? 5.1. ? t=2k?? a? b??????? a? b????? k????? 
S2t(4a+4b) = S2t(4a) + S2t(4b).  
??? 
     S2t(4a+4b) ⊇ S2t(4a) + S2t(4b) ??????? 
     ??(p,q)∈ S2t(4a+4b)?? 2tp + 4q = 4a + 4b? 
       ?? t = 2k? kp + q = a + b?????????????? a?? k??? 










−   
?2?? kp < a??(p,a–kp)∈S2t(4a)?(0,q–(a–kp))∈ S2t(4b)  
??1??2??? S2t(4a+4b) ⊆ S2t(4a) + S2t(4b)  
? S2t(4a+4b) = S2t(4a) + S2t(4b)   ? 
 
?????? K2m,2n??? Kt,2p?????? 2p ≥ t???? D2t(Kt,2p) = 
S2t(2tp)???? 
 
?? 5.2. ?? p?????t???? 2p ≥ t??????????? u?t ≤ 2u 
< 2t??D2t(Kt,2u) = S2t(2tu)????? D2t(Kt,2p) = S2t(2tp)??? 
??? ?? t = 2k? 2p ≥ t???????? r??? 2p=rt+2u??? t ≤ 2u < 
2t??????? Kt,2p??? r? Kt,t???? Kt,2u????? Kt,2p 
= rKt,2p+ Kt,2u????? t ≤ 2u < 2t??D2t(Kt,2u) = S2t(2tu)????
???? 5.1???D2t(Kt,2p) ⊇ r ⋅ D2t(Kt,t) + D2t(Kt,2u) = r ⋅ S2t(t2) + 
S2t(2tu) = S2t(2tp)?? D2t(Kt,2p) ⊆ S2t(2tp)????? 
    ?? D2t(Kt,2p) = S2t(2tp)?   ? 
 
??????? 2m,2n ≥ t??D2t(K2m,2n) = S2t(4mn)????? 
 
?? 5.3. ?? m ? n ?????t????? 2m,2n ≥ t.?????????
? u,v?t ≤ 2u,2v ≤ 2t??D2t(K2u,2v) = S2t(4uv)????? D2t(K2m,2n) 
= S2t(4mn)??? 
??? 
      ? 2m,2n ≥ t??K2m,2n ???? K2m-t,2n-t?K2m-t,t?Kt,2n-t? Kt,t?? 
D2t(K2m,2n) ⊆ S2t(4mn)??? D2t(K2m,2n) ⊇ D2t(K2m-t,2n-t)+ D2t(K2m-t,t)+ 
D2t(Kt,2n-t)+ D2t(Kt,t)     
        ??????????? 2m–t, 2n–t ≥ t??D2t(K2m-t,2n-t) = 
S2t((2m–t)(2n–t))? 
???? 5.2?????????? D2t(K2m-t,t) = S2t(t(2m–t)),  
12 
D2t(Kt,2n-t) = S2t(t(2n–t)), D2t(Kt,t) = S2t(t2), 
        ???? 2m,2n ≥ t?? 
 D2t(K2m,2n) ⊇ S2t((2m–t)(2n–t)) + S2t(t(2m–t)) + S2t(t(2n–t)) + S2t(t2)  
= S2t(4mn) 
        ?? D2t(K2m,2n) = S2t(4mn)                               ? 
 
????? t???????? t = 2k+1? 
 
?? 5.4. ? t???? a? b??????? a? b????? t?????
S2t(4a+4b) = S2t(4a) + S2t(4b)  
??? 
     S2t(4a+4b) ⊇ S2t(4a) + S2t(4b) ??????? 
     ??(p,q)∈ S2t(4a+4b)?? 2tp + 4q = 4a + 4b? 
        ?? t = 2k+1?? tp + 2q = 2a + 2b?? p?????????????
???????? a?? t??? 










−   
(2) ? tp < 2a??(p,2a–tp)∈S2t(4a)?(0,q–(2a–tp))∈ S2t(4b)  
??1??2??? S2t(4a+4b) ⊆ S2t(4a) + S2t(4b)  
? S2t(4a+4b) = S2t(4a) + S2t(4b)                                 ? 
      
?????? K2m,2n??? K2t,2p?????? 2p ≥ t+1???? D2t(K2t,2p) 
= S2t(4tp)???? 
 
?? 5.5. ?? p?????t???? 2p ≥ t+1??????????? u?t +1 
≤ 2u ≤ 3t – 1??D2t(K2t,2u) = S2t(4tu)????? D2t(K2t,2p) = S2t(4tp)??? 
??? ?? 2p ≥ t+1???????? r??? 2p=2rt+2u??? t+1 ≤ 2u ≤ 3t–1?
?????? K2t,2p??? r? K2t,2t???? K2t,2u????? Kt,2p = 
rKt,2p+ Kt,2u????? t+1 ≤ 2u ≤ 3t–1??D2t(K2t,2u) = S2t(4tu)????
???? 5.4???D2t(K2t,2p) ⊇ r ⋅ D2t(K2t,2t) + D2t(K2t,2u) = r ⋅ S2t(4t2) + 
S2t(4tu) = S2t(4tp)???????D2t(K2t,2p) ⊆ S2t(4tp)??? 
D2t(K2t,2p) = S2t(4tp)?                                          
? 
    
??????? 2m,2n ≥ t+1??D2t(K2m,2n) = S2t(4mn)????? 
 
?? 5.6. ?? m ? n ?????t????? 2m,2n ≥ t+1.????????
?? u,v?t+1 ≤ 2u,2v ≤ 3t – 1??D2t(K2u,2v) = S2t(4uv)?????D2t(K2m,2n) 
= S2t(4mn)??? 
??? 
      ? 2m,2n ≥ 3t+1??K2m,2n ???? K2m-2t,2n-22t?K2m-2t,2t?K2t,2n-2t? K2t,2t?
?? D2t(K2m,2n) ⊆ S2t(4mn)??? 
D2t(K2m,2n) ⊇ D2t(K2m-2t,2n-22t)+ D2t(K2m-2t,2t)+ D2t(Kt,2n-2t)+ D2t(K2t,2t)     
        ??????????? 2m–2t, 2n–2t ≥ t+1?? 
13 
D2t(K2m-t,2n-t) = S2t((2m–t)(2n–t))? 
???? 5.5?????????? D2t(K2m-2t,2t) = S2t(2t(2m–2t)), 
D2t(K2t,2n-2t) = S2t(2t(2n–2t)), D2t(K2t,2t) = S2t(4t2), 
        ???? 2m,2n ≥ 3t+1?? D2t(K2m,2n) ⊇ S2t((2m–2t)(2n–2t)) + 
S2t(2t(2m–22t)) + S2t(2t(2n–2t)) + S2t(4t2) = S2t(4mn) 
        ?? D2t(K2m,2n) = S2t(4mn)                                  ? 
     
?????????? t = 5? t = 6?????? K2m,2n??? 4-??? 2 
t-??? 
 
?? 1?  ?? m ? n ??????? m,n ≥3???????? r,s ≥0?? 
10r+4s=4mn?? K2m,2n = rC10+sC4?? D10(K2m,2n)=S10(4mn)? 
???  
?? K2m,2n????? A={a1,a2,…,a2m}? B={b1,b2,…,b2n} 






?? ( ) ( )q,p10 KDs,r ′′∈′′ ? ( )q,p10 KD4 qppqs,r ∈
′′−
+′′  
??? Kp′,q′ ???? r′? C10??Kp,q????? r′? C10??????
??????? C10??????????? 
?? 10r + 4s = 4mn ⇒ 5r + 2s = 2mn??? r???? 
1. ? r = 0???? 2u,2v??????? K2u,2v???? uv ? C4?? 
(0,uv)∈D10(K2u,2v)? 
2. ? r=2 ??K6,6 = 2C10 + 4C4? 
? 2? C10?( 5544332211 bababababa ),( 6243542516 bababababa ) 
4? C4?( 6531 baba ),( 4621 baba ),( 5632 baba ),( 6413 baba ) 
?? ( ) ( ) ( ){ }9,0,4,2SKD 366,610 == ? 
3. ? r=4 ?? 4108,6 C2C4K += ? 
? 4? C10?( 5544332211 bababababa ),( 5342312514 bababababa ) 
( 7283653641 bababababa ),( 7581625624 bababababa ) 
2? C4?( 8664 baba ),( 7613 baba ) 
? K6,8= K6,6 + K6,2?? ( ) ( ) ( )8,6106,610 KD3,0KD ⊆+  
?? ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ } )48(S12,0,7,2,2,4KD 108,610 == ? 
4. ? r=6 ?? 1010,6 C6K = ?  
? 6? C10?( 10482653311 bababababa ),( 5593764421 bababababa ) 
( 7463423615 bababababa ),( 5492716623 bababababa ) 
( 10685413412 bababababa ),( 25103819652 bababababa ) 
?? ( ) ( ) ( )10,6108,610 KD3,0KD ⊆+  
?? ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ } )60(S15,0,10,2,5,4,0,6KD 1010,610 == ? 
4108,8 CC6K +=  
? 6 ? C10?( 5544332211 bababababa ),( 6847362514 bababababa ) 
14 
( 6288775613 bababababa ),( 8574534231 bababababa ) 
( 8376653824 bababababa ),( 8641725817 bababababa ) 
1? C4?  ( 6721 baba ) 
?? ( ) ( ) ( )8,8108,610 KD4,0KD ⊆+  
?? ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ } )64(S16,0,11,2,6,4,1,6KD 108,810 == ? 
5. ? r=8 ?? 41014,6 CC8K += ?  
 ? 8? C10?( 5544332211 bababababa ),( 27684951114 bababababa ) 
( 21031141461319 bababababa ),( 3741351061226 bababababa ) 
( 3132145641018 bababababa ),( 32435461121 bababababa ) 
( 582569314112 bababababa ),( 31231625715 bababababa ) 
1? C4?  ( 6613 baba ) 
?? ( ) ( ) ( )14,61012,610 KD3,0KD ⊆+  
?? ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ } )84(S21,0,16,2,11,4,6,6,1,8KD 1014,610 == ? 
1010,8 C8K =  
? 8? C10?( 5544332211 bababababa ),( 6847362514 bababababa ) 
( 56410392817 bababababa ),( 8665745342 bababababa ) 
( 7859678532 bababababa ),( 103110277941 bababababa ) 
( 73625108421 bababababa ),( 71061378916 bababababa ) 
?? ( ) ( ) ( )10,8108,810 KD4,0KD ⊆+  
?? ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ } )80(S20,0,15,2,10,4,5,6,0,8KD 1010,810 == ? 
6. ? r=10 ??K10,10???? 10? C10?????????????
K10,10=10C10?  ? 10? C10?( 5544332211 bababababa ), 
( 51049382716 bababababa ), ( 5342312514 bababababa ), 
( 58473621019 bababababa ), ( 84910796813 bababababa ), 
( 76107988924 bababababa ), ( 62103958641 bababababa ), 
( 736510108752 bababababa ), ( 82991046771 bababababa ), 
( 781019661035 bababababa ) 
?? ( ) ( ) ( )10,101010,810 KD5,0KD ⊆+  
?? ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ } )100(S25,0,20,2,15,4,10,6,5,8,0,10KD 1010,1010 == ? 
7. ? r=12 ??K10,12???? 12? C10????????????? 
K10,12 = 12C10 = 2K10,6?  ? 12? C10?( 5544332211 bababababa ), 
( 6847362514 bababababa ),  
( 664113102817 bababababa ), ( 63841053921 bababababa ) 
( 10896745341 bababababa ), ( 79810911101258 bababababa ) 
( 859127104231 bababababa ),( 5288312211110 bababababa ) 
( 1010612495613 bababababa ),( 9210771181219 bababababa ) 
( 93726115724 bababababa ),( 75691068791 bababababa ) 
?? ( ) ( ) ( )12,101010,1010 KD5,0KD ⊆+ ???
15 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ } )120(S30,0,25,2,20,4,15,6,10,8,5,10,0,12KD 1012,1010 == ? 
8. ? r=14 ??K12,12???? 14? C10????????????? 
K12,12 = 14C10 + C4?  
? 14? C10?( 5544332211 bababababa ),( 811610593715 bababababa ) 
( 11891776452 bababababa ),( 83957611962 bababababa ) 
( 129101191231028 bababababa ),( 810712685746 bababababa ) 
( 12128711310661 bababababa ),( 1141211784231 bababababa ) 
( 1210109883625 bababababa ),( 1027941221118 bababababa ) 
( 107122947341 bababababa ),( 279651141014 bababababa ) 
( 653111110101253 bababababa ),( 8410511121921 bababababa ) 
1? C4?  ( 12613 baba ) 
?? D10(K10,12) + (0,6) ⊆ D10(K12,12)??? 
D10(K12,12) = {(14,1),(12,6),(10,11),(8,16),(6,21),(4,26),(2,31),(0,36)}  
= S10(144)  
??????????? Km,n?????? C10???????? Km,n
??????????? C10? 
??? 4102,610,612,6 C3C6KKK +=+=  
4102,810,812,8 C4C8KKK +=+=  
4108,86,814,8 C3C10KKK +=+=  
106,1012,10 C12K2K ==  
108,106,1014,10 C14KKK =+=  
41014,614,12 C2C16K2K +==  
41014,814,614,14 C4C18KKK +=+=  
??? 14u26 ≤≤ , 14v26 ≤≤ ?? ( ) )uv4(SKD 10v2,u210 = ???? 
???? 5.5???? ( ) )p20(SKD 10p2,1010 = , 6p2 ≥ ??? 16n2,m2 ≥
?? ( ) ))10m2(10(SKD 1010,10m210 −=− , 
( ) ))10n2(10(SKD 1010n2,1010 −=− , ( ) )100(SKD 1010,1010 =  ???,?
16n2,m2 ≥  ???? K2m,2n??? K2m-10,2n-10?K2m-10,10?K10,2n-10? K10,10?
???? 5.4??? 5.6???? 2m, 2n ≥ 16??D10(K2m,2n) = S10(4mn) ?
?? 
 
?????????? t = 5??m? n??????? m, n ≥ 3????
????? r, s ≥ 0?? 10r + 4s = 4mn?? K2m,2n = rC10 + sC4? 
??2? ?? m ? n ??????? m, n ≥ 3???????? r, s ≥ 0? 
? 12r + 4s = 4mn?? K2m,2n = rC12 + sC4?? D12(K2m,2n) = S12(4mn)? 
???    
  ?? m, n ≥ 3??? D12(K2m,2n) = S12(4mn) ?????? 5.3????
?? D12(K2u,2v) = S12(4uv)??? 102,26 ≤≤ vu ? 
?? K2m,2n ????? { }maaaA 221 ,, L=  ? { }nbbbB 221 ,, L=  
16 
??? qqpp <′<′ , ??














??? Kp′,q′???? r′? C12??Kp,q????? r′? C12?????
???????? C12??????????? ?? 12r + 4s = 4mn 
⇒ 3r + s = mn? 
1. ? r=0???? 2u,2v??????? K2u,2v???? uv ? C4?
? (0,uv)∈D12(K2u,2v)? 
2. ? r=1,2,3 ??K6,6 ???? r? C12?????????????
K6,6=C12+6C4? 
? 1? C12?( 665544332211 babababababa ),6? C4?( 5421 baba ), 
( 4613 baba ),( 6514 baba ),( 3625 baba ), ( 4231 baba ), (a2b5a3b6) 
K6,6=2C12+3C4 
? 2? C12?
( 665544332211 babababababa ),( 263241536514 babababababa ) 
3? C4?(a1b2a5b3), ( 6452 baba ),( 4613 baba ) 
K6,6=3C12? 
? 3? C12?
( 665544332211 babababababa ),( 264132536514 babababababa ) 
( 426451253613 babababababa ) 
?? D12(K6,6)={(3,0),(2,3),(1,6),(0,9)} = S12(36)?  
 
3.? r=4 ??K6,8???? 4? C12????????????? K6,8 = 
4C12?? 4? C12?( 665544332211 babababababa ), 
( 827146352413 babababababa ),( 746352318615 babababababa ), 
( 548562437621 babababababa ) 
?? D12(K6,6)+{(0,3)}⊆ D12(K6,8)?  
?? D12(K6,8)={(4,0),(3,3),(2,6),(1,9),(0,12)} = S12(48)? 
4.? r=5 ??K6,10? K8,8???? 5? C12?????????????? 
K6,10 = 5C12?? 5? C12?( 665544332211 babababababa ), 
( 918675645342 babababababa ), ( 1069584736251 babababababa ), 
( 1038271263514 babababababa ), ( 9425102314613 babababababa ) 
?? D12(K6,8) + (0,3) ⊆ D12(K6,10)?  
?? D12(K6,10) = {(5,0),(4,3),(3,6),(2,9),(1,12),(0,15)} = S12(60)? 
 
K8,8 = 5C12 + C4?? 5? C12?( 665544332211 babababababa ), 
( 826458372613 babababababa ), ( 534231768817 babababababa ), 
( 736536477824 babababababa ), ( 866841527514 babababababa ) 
? 1? C4? ( 8521 baba ) 
?? D12(K6,6) + (0,4)⊆ D12(K8,8)?  
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?? D12(K8,8)={(5,1),(4,4),(3,7),(2,10),(1,13),(0,16)} = S12(64)? 
 
5.? r=6 ??K8,10???? 6? C12????????????? K8,10 = 
6C12 + 2C4?? 6? C12?( 665544332211 babababababa ), 
( 938248372615 babababababa ), ( 6210196877643 babababababa ), 
( 3253108657421 babababababa ), ( 1068528514714 babababababa ), 
( 8457105369271 babababababa ) 
? 2? C4? ( 7813 baba ),( 9764 baba ) 
?? D12(K8,8) + (0,4) ⊆ D12(K8,10)?  
?? D12(K8,10)={(6,2),(5,5),(4,8),(3,11),(2,14),(1,17), (0,20)} = S12(80)? 
 
6.? r=7,8 ??K10,10???? r? C12????????????? K10,10 
= 7C12 + 4C4?? 7? C12?( 665544332211 babababababa ), 
( 695847362514 babababababa ), ( 6374859610752 babababababa ), 
( 5191089786724 babababababa ), ( 51010998877613 babababababa ), 
( 94105610712817 babababababa ), ( 7293468110835 babababababa ) 
? 4? C4? ( 4231 baba ),( 10382 baba ),( 21019 baba ),( 41039 baba ) 
K10,10 = 8C12 + C4? 
? 8? C12? ( 665544332211 babababababa ), 
( 6105948372615 babababababa ), ( 10109988776453 babababababa ), 
( 6374853610742 babababababa ), ( 10596710875231 babababababa ), 
( 5193864102918 babababababa ), ( 8279108971421 babababababa ), 
( 4175286931013 babababababa ). ? 1? C4? ( 10492 baba ) 
?? ( ) ( ) ( )10,101210,812 KD5,0KD ⊆+ ???( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ } )100(S25,0,22,1,19,2,16,3,13,4,10,5,7,6,4,7,1,8KD 1210,1012 ==
??? 10v2,u26 ≤≤ ?? ( ) )uv4(SKD 12v2,u212 = ???? 
???? 5.2?? 
D12(K2m-6,6) = S12(6(2m-6)), D12(K6,2n-6) = S12(6(2n-6)), D12(K6,6) = 
S12(36),  
?? 2m,2n ≥12 ??K2m,2n???? K2m-6,2n-6?K2m-6,6?K6,2n-6? K6,6? 




















? ? ?    K2n+1,2n+1\F??? C2t? C4  
 
??????? K2n+1,2n+1????K2n+1,2n+1?????????????
?????? 1-??????????? K2n+1,2n+1\F?????? F??
K2n+1,2n+1? 1-?????????????????? 
?? K2n+1,2n+1????? { }1n221 a,a,aA += L ? { }1n221 b,b,bB += L ?
{ }{ } { }{ }1n21n22211 b,a,,b,a,b,aF ++= L ? 
?????? K2n+1,2n+1\F??? 4-??? 12-???? t =6? 
??? p′ < p??






?? ( ) ( )F\KDs,r p,p12 ′′∈′′ ? ( ) ( ) ( )F\KD4 1pp1pps,r p,p12∈
−′′−−
+′′ ???
? Kp′,p′\F???? r′? C12??Kp,p \F????? r′? C12???? K2n+1,2n+1\F
???? 2n(2n+1)?? 4s+12r=2n(2n+1)??? n????????? C12??
????? K9,9? 
 
?? 6.1  ??????? r, s ≥ 0? 
?1? ? 4s+12r=72?? 4129,9 sCrCF\K += ?? D12(K9,9\F) = 
S12(72)? 
?2? ? 4s+12r=156?? K13,13 \ F = rC12 + sC4?? D12(K13,13\F) = 
S12(156)? 
 
??????????       
??? 6.1???????????? 
 
?? 6.2  ?? n????? n ≥ 8 ?? 12r +4s =2n(2n+1)?? K2n+1,2n+1\F = rC12 
+ sC4?? D12(K2n+1,2n+1\ F) = S12(2n(2n+1))??? 
??? 
?1? ?n = 8??K17,17\F ???? 2K9,9\F? 2K8,8??? 
D12(K17,17\F) ⊇ 2D12(K9,9\F) + 2D12(K8,8)  
             ???? 6.1??? 5.2?D12(K9,9\F) = S12(72)?D12(K8,8) = S12(64)   
             D12(K17,17\F) ⊇ 2S12(72) + 2S12(64) = S12(272) 
         ?? D12(K17,17\F) = S12(272)?    ? 
?2? ?n ≥ 10? n??????K2n+1,2n+1\F ???? K13,13\F?
K2n-11,2n-11\F ? 2K12,2n-12??? 
D12(K2n+1,2n+1\F) ⊇ D12(K13,13\F) +D12(K2n-11,2n-11\F) + 2D12(K12,2n-12)  
?????????? D12(K2n-11,2n-11\F) = S12((2n-11)(2n-12))? 
19 
???? 6.1??? 5.2???????? n ≥ 10 ?? 
D12(K13,113\F) = S12(156), D12(K12,2n-12) = S12(12(2n-12))??? 
??? n ≥ 10?? D12(K2n+1,2n+1\F) ⊇ S12((2n-11)(2n-12)) + 
S12(156) + 2S12(12(2n-12)) = S12(2n(2n+1))? 
           ?? D12(K2n+1,2n+1\F) = S12(2n(2n+1))?             ? 
 
??? 6.2????????? 
?? 6.3 ?? n, t?????
2









t3n ≥ ? n??????K2n+1,2n+1\F ????K2t+1,2t+1\F?K2n-2t+1,2n-2t+1\ 
F ? 2K2t,2n-2t??? 
D12(K2n+1,2n+1\F) ⊇ D12(K2t+1,2t+1\F) +D12(K2n-2t+1,2n-2t+1\F) + 
2D12(K2t,2n-2t)  
?????????? D12(K2n-2t+1,2n-2t+1\F) = S12((2n-2t)(2n-2t+1)),  
???? 6.1??? 5.2????????
2
t3n ≥ ??D12(K2t+1,2t+1\F) = 
S12(2t(2t+1))?? D12(K2t,2n-2t) = S12(2t(2n-2t))?  
 ??? 
D12(K2n+1,2n+1\F) ⊇ S12((2n-2t)(2n-2t+1)) + S12(2t(2t+1)) + 2S12(2t(2n-2t)) 
          = S12(2n(2n+1))? 
?? D12(K2n+1,2n+1\F) = S12(2n(2n+1))?                       ? 
 
?????? K2n+1,2n+1\F??? 4-??? 10-???? t =5? 
   ??? p′ < p??






?? ( ) ( )F\KDs,r p,p10 ′′∈′′ ? ( ) ( ) ( )F\KD4 1pp1pps,r p,p10∈
−′′−−
+′′ ? 
???Kp′,p′\F???? r′?C10??Kp,p \F????? r′?C10????K2n+1,2n+1\F




?? 6.4 ??????? r, s ≥ 0? 
(1) ? 4s+10r = 20?? K5,5\F = rC10+sC4?? D10(K5,5\F) = S10(20)? 
(2) ? 4s+10r = 42?? K7,7 \ F = rC10 + sC4?? D10(K7,7\F) = S10(42)? 
(3) ? 4s+10r = 72?? K9,9 \ F = rC10 + sC4?? D10(K9,9\F) = S10(72)? 
(4) ? 4s+10r = 110?? K11,11 \ F = rC10 + sC4?? D10(K11,11\F) = 
S10(110)? 
(5) ? 4s+10r = 156?? K13,13 \ F = rC10 + sC4?? D10(K13,13\F) = 
20 
S10(156)? 
(6) ? 4s+10r = 210?? K15,15 \ F = rC10 + sC4?? D10(K15,15\F) = 
S10(210)? 
    
?????????                                        ?       
??? 6.4???????????? 
 
?? 6.5  ?? n????? n ≥ 8 ?? 10r +4s =2n(2n+1)?? K2n+1,2n+1\F = rC10 
+ sC4?? D10(K2n+1,2n+1\ F) = S10(2n(2n+1))??? 
??? 
? n ≥ 8??K2n+1,2n+1\F ???? K11,11\F?K2n-9,2n-9\F ? 2K10,2n-10??
? 
 D10(K2n+1,2n+1\F) ⊇ D10(K11,11\F) +D10(K2n-9,2n-9\F) + 2D10(K10,2n-10)  
?????????? D10(K2n-9,2n-9\F) = S10((2n-9)(2n-10))? 
 ???? 6.4??? 5.5???????? n ≥ 8 ?? 
D10(K11,11\F) = S10(110), D10(K10,2n-10) = S10(10(2n-10))? 
       ??? n ≥ 8??  
D10(K2n+1,2n+1\F) ⊇ S10((2n-9)(2n-10)) + S10(110) + 2S10(10(2n-10))  
= S10(2n(2n+1))? 
        ?? D10(K2n+1,2n+1\F) = S10(2n(2n+1))?             ? 
     
 
??? 6.5????????? 
?? 6.6   ?? t????
2





<≤− ?D2t(K2m+1,2m+1\F) = S2t(2m(2m+1))??




1t3n +≥ ??K2n+1,2n+1\F ???? K2t+1,2t+1\F?K2n-2t+1,2n-2t+1\ F ? 
2K2t,2n-2t??? 
D2t(K2n+1,2n+1\F) ⊇ D2t(K2t+1,2t+1\F) +D2t(K2n-2t+1,2n-2t+1\F) + 2D2t(K2t,2n-2t)  
?????????? D2t(K2n-2t+1,2n-2t+1\F) = S2t((2n-2t)(2n-2t+1)),  
???? 6.4??? 5.5????????
2
1t3n +≥ ?? 
D2t(K2t+1,2t+1\F) = S2t(2t(2t+1))?? D2t(K2t,2n-2t) = S2t(2t(2n-2t))?  
??? 
D2t(K2n+1,2n+1\F) ⊇ S2t((2n-2t)(2n-2t+1)) + S2t(2t(2t+1)) + 2S2t(2t(2n-2t)) 
          = S2t(2n(2n+1))? 
?? D2t(K2n+1,2n+1\F) ⊆ S2t(2n(2n+1)) ????? 





???    ???? 
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 在此會議中，本人是將這一年在圖論中所獲之結果：The Longest Rainbow Path 















The Rainbow Hamilton Paths in the Complete Graph 
 





    A k edge-coloring of a graph G is a mapping from E(G) into {1,2,3,…,k} such 
that incident edges of G receive different colors.  After an edge-coloring is given, a 
subgraph H is called a rainbow graph if all the edges of H receive different colors.  
In this paper, we study the existence of a rainbow path in the complete graph.  
Mainly, we show that a rainbow Hamilton path does exist for each complete graph 
of order n ∈ N \ {4,6} with a given n – 1 edge-coloring.  On the other hand, we 
also prove that there are some orders n and colorings of Kn such that no rainbow 




A k edge-coloring of a graph G is a mapping from the set of edges, E(G), into 
{1,2,3,…,k} such that incident edges of G receive different colors.  The chromatic 
index of a graph G′, χ′(G),  is defined as the minimum integer k such that G has a k 
edge-coloring.  It is well-known that ∆(G) ≤ χ′(G) ≤ ∆(G) + 1 [5], and χ′(Kn) = n – 
1 if n is even, χ′(Kn) = n if n is odd. 
After an edge-coloring of G was obtained, a subgraph H of G is called a rainbow 
graph if all the edges of H receive different colors.   The existence of a rainbow 
graph has been studied in the literatures, see [1, 2, 3, 4], for examples.  In 1998, it 
was proved by Woolbright and Fu[6] that for each 2m – 1 edge-coloring of K2m, m ≥ 
3, there exists a rainbow 1-factor.  It is interesting to extend their study to find the 
rainbow path which is as long as possible for each given edge coloring.  Clearly, if 
we can always find a rainbow Hamilton path, we also have a rainbow 1-factor 
hidden in the path.  Unfortunately, this is too optimistic; we can easily show that a 
rainbow Hamilton path in K6, does not exist for any 5 edge-coloring.  Actually we 
can find more complete graphs with designated colorings which contain no 
Hamilton paths.  
                                                 
1 Department of Mathematics, Tamkang University, Tamsui, Taipei Shien, Taiwan  
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On the bright side, we can color Kn with a beautiful coloring which has a 
rainbow Hamilton path for each n ∈ N \ {4,6}.  We’ll start with the constructions 
of these colorings. 
 
2. Rainbow Hamilton Paths 
      Since we shall use latin squares to obtain the coloring, we need some basic 
definitions.  A latin square of order n is an n × n array L = [lij]n×n such that each lij 
(entry) is in an n-set S = {1, 2, …, n} and each element of S occurs exactly once in 
each row and each column of L.  A latin square is commutative if lij = lji for each 
distinct pair of elements in {1, 2, …, n}.  A latin square L is diagonal if {lii| i = 1, 
2, …, n} = S and L is idempotent if lii = i for each i ∈ S.  Moreover, if lii = c where 
c is a constant in S, we say L is unipotent. 
 
      Now, it is not difficult to see that an n edge-coloring of the complete bipartite 
graph Kn,n corresponds to a latin square of order n, an n – 1 edge-coloring of Kn (n  
even) corresponds to a unipotent commutative latin square of order n where n occurs 
only in the diagonal entries, and an n edge-coloring of Kn (n odd) corresponds to an 
idempotent commutative latin square.  Thus, a rainbow path can be located by 
using the entries of a latin square corresponding to the coloring. 
 
Example 1. n = 5. If the edge-coloring of K5 corresponds to the idempotent 
commutative latin square of order 5 in Figure 1, then we can get a rainbow Hamilton 
path 1-2-3-4-5. 








                                  
 
Figure 1. The edge coloring of K5 
 
Example 2. n = 8. If the edge-coloring of K8 corresponds to the unipotent 
















1 4 2 5 3 
4 2 5 3 1 
2 5 3 1 4 
5 3 1 4 2 
3 1 4 2 5 
26 
path 8-7-1-2-3-5-4-6 in K8. 
 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 0 1 3 2 6 4 7 5
2 1 0 2 3 7 5 6 4
3 3 2 0 1 4 7 5 6
4 2 3 1 0 5 6 4 7
5 6 7 4 5 0 3 2 1
6 4 5 7 6 3 0 1 2
7 7 6 5 4 2 1 0 3
8 5 4 6 7 1 2 3 0
 
Figure 2.  A unipotent commutative latin square of order 8 
 
 
Example 3. n = 10. If the edge-coloring of K10 corresponds to the unipotent 
commutative latin square of order 10 in Figure 3, we can get a rainbow Hamilton 
path 5-10-9-1-2-8-7-3-4-6 in K10. 
 
 
0 3 5 2 4 1 6 7 8 9
3 0 4 5 1 9 2 6 7 8
5 4 0 1 2 8 9 3 6 7
2 5 1 0 3 7 8 9 4 6
4 1 2 3 0 6 7 8 9 5
1 9 8 7 6 0 5 2 3 4
6 2 9 8 7 5 0 4 1 3
7 6 3 9 8 2 4 0 5 1
8 7 6 4 9 3 1 5 0 2
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 1 2 0
 
Figure 3.  A unipotent commutative latin square of order 10 
 
       First, we observe that if Kn,n with an n edge-coloring does have a rainbow 
1-factor, then this 1-factor corresponds to a transversal of the latin square of order n. 
Note that a transversal of a latin square is a set of n distinct entries in the square such 
that no two entries are in the same row or the same column.   In what follows, we 
have a more general result. 
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Proposition 2.1.   Let n be an odd integer. There exists an n-edge-coloring of  Kn 
such that Kn can be decomposed into (n – 1)/2 rainbow Hamilton cycles. 
Proof.  Let L = [lij] be a latin square of order n, where lij = i + j (mod n). Then there 
are n disjoint transversals in L.  Since each transversal of the commutative latin 
square L corresponds to a rainbow Hamilton cycle in Kn with colors defined by L, 
except the main diagonal, we have (n – 1)/2 rainbow Hamilton cycles. 
      
     Before we prove the main result, we give a doubling construction of unipotent 
latin squares. 
Proposition 2.2.  Let n be an even integer and n ≥ 12.  There is a rainbow 
Hamilton path in an (n – 1)-edge-coloring ϕ of  Kn. 
Proof.  By direct construction, let n = 2m. 
(1)  m ≡ 0(mod 2), and m ≥ 6.   
       Let A and C be unipotent commutative latin squares of order m based on 
{0, 1, 2, …, m – 1} corresponding to (m – 1)-edge-coloring of Km and B be an 
idempotent latin square of order m based on {m, m+1, …, 2m – 1} corresponding to 




BT   C 
Figure 4.  
 
     By Woolbright and Fu’s theorem[6], there exists a rainbow 1-factor in Km for 
each (m – 1)-edge-coloring of Km.  We can assume that, without loss of generality, 
the colors of the rainbow 1-factor in A be 1, 2, 3, …, 
2
m  and the colors of the 




m +1, …, m – 1. 
     Since B is an idempotent latin square based on {m, m+1, …, 2m – 1}, we 
have an m-edge-coloring of Km,m which has a rainbow 1-factor by using colors m, 
m+1, …, 2m – 1. 
     By Figure 4, we can see that L corresponds a (2m – 1)-edge-coloring of K2m. 
By Figure 5, we can obtain a rainbow Hamilton path in K2m.  
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2
m +1        
2
m +2           …              m–1  
Km 




Km                                                 …  
          1   2    3        . . .                 
2






(2) m ≡ 1(mod 2), and m ≥ 7. 
        






where A and C are ICLS(m) based on {1,2,…,m},  B is a circulant 
 latin square with the first row (2m, m+1, m+2,…, 2m–1), and BT is the 
 transpose of B. 





               
where A* and C* are constructed from A and C by replacing all the 
diagonal elements of A and C by 0 respectively, and B* is constructed  
from B by replacing the diagonal elements of B by the sequence 1, 2, …, 
m. Moreover, B*T is the transpose of B*. 
Step 3.  By Woolbright and Fu’s theorem, we can derive a rainbow near 
 1-factor in Km for each m-edge-coloring of Km.  We may assume that,  
without loss of generality, the colors of the rainbow near 1-factor in A  
be 1, 2, 3, …, 
2






1−m +2, …, m – 1.  Since B is a circulant latin square  
based on {m, m+1, …, 2m – 1}.  Then B* have a transversal  
containing elements {m, m+1, …, 2m – 1}.  Thus we have an 
m-edge-coloring of  Km,m which has a rainbow 1-factor using colors m, 
m+1, …, 2m – 1. 
By L*, we can see that L* corresponds to a (2m – 1)-edge-coloring of  
K2m such that a rainbow Hamilton path exists.  
 
 
     
2




                     
Km 
         1    2           …             
2
1−m –1   
2





3. Nonexistence of Rainbow Hamilton Paths 
       It is easy to see that any edge-coloring of K4 does not contain any rainbow 
Hamilton path.   
 
Proposition 3.1.  There does not exist a rainbow Hamilton path in any 
5-edge-coloring ϕ of  K6. 
Proof.  Suppose K6 is properly colored and K6 has a rainbow Hamilton path. Let 
V(K6) = {v1, v2, …,v6} and the rainbow Hamilton path v1-v2-v3-v4-v5-v6 receive 5 
distinct colors 1,2,3,4,5 in ϕ, as follows: 
 
                                1          1 
v1              v2            v3             v4              v5            v6 





       Now, we consider the edges which are colored ″1″.  Without loss of 
generality, we can assume that if ϕ(v3v5) = ϕ(v4v6) = 1, then it is impossible to find 
another pair of independent edges in K6 – P6 induced by {v1, v4, v5, v6} colored ″2″.  
Thus K6 can not be properly colored. This is a contradiction and we have the proof.       
 
 
Proposition 3.2.  If the edge-coloring of K8 corresponds to the following unipotent 
commutative latin square of order 8, then K8 contains no rainbow Hamilton paths.  
 
. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 0 3 2 5 4 7 6
2 3 0 1 6 7 4 5
3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4
4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3
5 4 7 6 1 0 3 2
6 7 4 5 2 3 0 1
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
 
Proof.  By the coloring, we can partition K8 into two K4 and one K4,4 where both 
edges of K4 are colored by {1, 2, 3}and the edges of K4,4 are colored by {4,5,6,7}. 
The rainbow Hamilton path in K8 passes exactly 4 edges of K4,4 if it does exits.  
Moreover, these edges are of different colors.  First, if the 4 edges with distinct 
colors in K4,4 induce a 1-factor. Then in order to obtain a Hamilton path, we need to 
choose two edges with different colors from one of K4 which form a matching.  It is 
impossible, since a matching in K4 colored as above is of the same color. 
If the 4 edges with distinct colors in K4,4 induce a graph with maximum degree two 
and not a 4-cycle.  Since they are symmetric in nature, we may let two edges 
colored 4 and 5 are adjacent. Then there are only two types to consider in Figure 8.  
Since any Hamilton path containing these 4 edges should contain three edges in K4 
which use only two colors from {1, 2, 3}, by the way we color K4 defined on A and 













For reference, we also present an example to show that K12 may not contain a 
rainbow Hamilton path.  By the way, it is obtained by using computer. 
 
Example 4.  If the edge-coloring of K12 corresponds to the following unipotent 
commutative latin square of order 12, then it contains no rainbow Hamilton paths. 
 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1 0 3 4 5 2 7 6 9 10 11 8 
2 3 0 5 1 4 8 9 6 11 7 10 
3 4 5 0 2 1 9 10 11 6 8 7 
4 5 1 2 0 3 10 11 7 8 6 9 
5 2 4 1 3 0 11 8 10 7 9 6 
6 7 8 9 10 11 0 1 2 3 4 5 
7 6 9 10 11 8 1 0 3 4 5 2 
8 9 6 11 7 10 2 3 0 5 1 4 
9 10 11 6 8 7 3 4 5 0 2 1 
10 11 7 8 6 9 4 5 1 2 0 3 
11 8 10 7 9 6 5 2 4 1 3 0 
 
 
4. Concluding Remarks 
 
     There are two remarks which are worth of mention here. 
   








(1) By the way we construct the colorings of the complete graphs K2m, we actually 
allow the coloring of its subgraph Km be prescribed with χ′(Km) colors and then 
embed Km in K2m such that K2m has a coloring and a rainbow Hamilton path exists. 
 
(2) Does there exist an infinite class of orders and corresponding colorings such that 
a rainbow Hamilton path does not exist? 
 
As a conclusion, we would like to pose the following problem. 
 
Problem  Let ln,ϕ denote the length of a longest rainbow path in Kn (n even) 
which is edge-colored by ϕ using χ′(Kn) colors. Determine ln = min{ln,ϕ| ϕ is an 
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